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CIMIC’S CPB SELECTED FOR $130M BHP PORT HEDLAND
WIND FENCES

CIMIC Group’s CPB Contractors has been selected by BHP to deliver its Wind Fences Project; with
fences to be constructed at Nelson Point and Finucane Island at Port Hedland, in Western
Australia’s Pilbara region.
The contract will generate revenue of approximately $130 million to CPB Contractors.
The project involves construction and installation of dust mitigation fences, set to improve
environmental outcomes through dust abatement for the Port Hedland township.
CIMIC Group Executive Chairman Juan Santamaria said: “We are pleased to be supporting BHP
with this unique project. The fences are the first of their kind in Australia, designed for the
Pilbara’s extreme weather conditions to improve air quality in the area by reducing wind speeds
and the potential for dust lift-off.”
CPB Contractors Managing Director Jason Spears said: “Our long history of delivering resources
infrastructure means we offer both comprehensive construction capability and the certainty of
delivery. We are proud of our commitment to local procurement and will ensure that
opportunities for Indigenous employment and businesses are maximised.”
BHP GM Port Operations Cindy Dunham said: “The wind fence project is a key part of our
commitment towards continued improvement of our existing dust control measures as we
continue to increase production towards 290 Mtpa and beyond. We look forward to working
with CPB Contractors on this exciting project, which will help control dust emissions in Port
Hedland while also continuing to provide jobs and economic opportunity for the region.”
Work will commence this year and be completed in 2023.
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CIMIC Group is an engineering-led construction, mining, services and public private partnerships leader
working across the lifecycle of assets, infrastructure and resources projects. CIMIC Group comprises our
construction businesses CPB Contractors, Leighton Asia and Broad, our mining and mineral processing
companies Thiess (joint control) and Sedgman, our services specialist UGL and our public private partnerships
arm Pacific Partnerships – all supported by our in-house engineering consultancy EIC Activities. Our mission is
to generate sustainable shareholder returns by delivering innovative and competitive solutions for clients
and safe, fulfilling careers for our people. With a history since 1899, and around 24,000 people in around 20
countries, we strive to be known for our principles of Integrity, Accountability, Innovation and Delivery,
underpinned by Safety. CIMIC is a member of the Dow Jones Sustainability Australia Index and FTSE4Good.

